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- A is Compulsory.

1)

Section

2)

Attempt any Four questions from Section - B.

3)

Attempt any Two questions from Section
Section

- C.

"
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Ql)

a)

What is the main information obtained from load flow study.

b)

Differentiate between voltage. controlled bus and swing bus.

c)

Define the circuit breaker ratings.

d)

State the fault conditions in which positive and negative sequence currents.
are present.
.

e)

What do you understand by dynamic stability?

f)

On what factors does maximum pO,wertransfer depend?

g)

How does neutral grounding affect fault calculations?

h)

State the range of power angle in which a transmission line is operated
for stability and economic reasons.

i)

A voltage-controlled bus is treated as a loaa bus in subsequent iteration
when its
limit is violated.

j)

The inertia constant H of a 200 MVA machine is 2 p.u. Find its value for
400 MYA machine. -
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Section

-B
(4 x 5 ~ 20)

Q2) What is the significance of per unit system in power system calculations?
Q3) Discuss th~ step by step method of formation. ofYbus.

Q4) A station operating at 33 kV is divided into. two sections A and B
interconnected through a reactor X. Section A has three generators each 15
MVAhaving 15% reactance. Section B is fed from a grid through a 75 MVA
transformer with 8% reactance. The circuit breakers have a rupturing capacity
of 750 MVA. Find the reactance of reactor X to prevent the breakers b~ing
overloaded if a 3-ph fault occurs on outgoing feeder comiected to A.
Q5) Differentiate between steady state stability and transient stability of a power
system. Discuss the factors that affect steady state stability and transient state
stability of a system.
./

Q6) The.line currents in amperes in phases a, band c respectively are 500 + j 150,
100-j600 and -'300 + j600 referred to same reference vector. Find the
symmetrical components of currents.
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Section... C
(2 x 10 = 20)

Q7) What is equal area criterion? Discuss its application for the system stability
.

study when
(a) Sudden increase in lo.adtakes place.
(b) A short circuit on one of parallel feeders takes place, which is cleared
after certain time.

Q8) Give a -flow-chart for load flow study on a power system having only P-Q
buses using G-S method. How does the flow-chart get modified to account
for PV buses?
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Q9) A 30 MVA, 13.~8kV, 3..phase alternator has subtransient reactance of 15%
and negative and zero sequences reactances. of 15% arid 5% respectively.
The alternator supplies twp motors over a transmission line having transformers
at both ends as shown on the one-line diagram. The motors have rated inputs
of20- MVA and 10 MVA both 12.5 kV with 20% subtransient reactance and
.
negative and zero sequence reactances are 20% and 5% respectively. Current
limiting reactors of2.0 Q each are in the neutral of the alternator and the large
motor. The 3-phase transformers are both rated 35 MVA, 113.2Ll-115Y kV
~ith leakage reactance- of 10%. Series r~actance of line is' 80 Q. The zero
sequence reactance of the line is 200 Q. Determine the fault current when
(a) L-G,
(b) L-L, and
(c) L-L:..Gfault takes place at point P. assume Vf = 120 kV.

